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At a GlanceWorks in the backgroundSimple to useSome photos were low-resSome photos were low resSocialFolders makes it easy to create offline copies of your online data. I have photos stored on Facebook. I have spreadsheets stored in Google Docs. I have documents stored in Box. And I have videos stored on YouTube. Which is great–until I want
access to these files when I’m offline. I could go to each site and download all of my files until I’ve amassed an offline collection of my stuff. Or I could just turn to SocialFolders, a service that offers an idea that’s so simple–it syncs the content you have on your social sites to your desktop–I have to wonder why someone didn’t think of it before.
SocialFolders is both an application and a Web service: You download a component to your desktop, which creates a SocialFolders folder that you can access via Windows Explorer. Then you head to socialfolders.me, where you create an account and start connecting your social services. SocialFolders supports Box, Evernote, Facebook, Flickr, Google
Docs, Instagram, Photobucket, Picasa, SmugMug, Twitter, and YouTube. (The free version of SocialFolders limits you to three services and 2,000 files; a Premium account, which costs $10 per year, is unlimited.) SocialFolders organizes your Facebook photos into folders that correspond with your album names, and photo titles that correspond to your
captions.Once you’ve connected SocialFolders to your social services, icons for each of them will appear in the SocialFolders folder that’s been created on your computer. Subfolders for each of your connected services will automatically be created there, too. You can use SocialFolders’s Web interface to determine how much information you’d like
access to (all of your Facebook albums, or only a select few, for example), and the content you’ve chosen will be automatically downloaded to your desktop. You will need to make sure you have the storage to spare, though, as some of these files could takeup plenty of disk space. SocialFolders is not only limited to downloads: It lets you upload files to
your social sites, too. You simply create a folder in the SocialFolders directory on your desktop, and its contents will be automatically synced to your account. SocialFolders does more than just create a backup of your files. It also lets you access your friends’ photos and files (as long as their privacy settings allow you to do so), and to create an offline
copy of these documents, too. I found this a very handy way to grab photos of my nieces and nephews that my siblings share on Facebook. I did notice that some of the photos that SocialFolders downloaded for me looked to be slightly lower res than they appeared when viewed on Facebook, though. The company says that it does not change the
resolution of photos when they’re downloaded, but that it relies on the API of the social site itself. For example, SocialFolders uses Facebook’s default upload API, which can reduce photo resolution. The company does note that most of the photo-sharing sites it supports lets users download photos in full resolution, though. Minor issue with photo
resolution aside, I was quite impressed with SocialFolders. It offers a free and easy way to make sure you always have a backup of your precious online data. –Liane Cassavoy We like doing things that are higher fidelity so people can imagine them as living products. With InVision, we can actually put something on a device.Andy LawManager of
Mobile Product Design, NetflixI went to my developers with a fairly comprehensive InVision prototype. It was perfect to be able to start the conversation with, ‘This is what we want to do. Does this make sense, and if yes, can you build it?’Kerry HebertPrincipal UX Designer, Visa —BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—
BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM—BRAINSTORM“Having a digital space to brainstorm your ideas gives everyone a voice. Instead of one person leading the charge, using this brainstorming template gave everyone equal input.”Megan Sempre, Senior Designer at Xbox—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN
—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN—ALIGN“We use journey mapping at the early stage of a project. It helps us really hone in on the problems that will have the biggest impact on the customer experience.”Danny Forst, VP Product Design at American Express—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—
WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP—WORKSHOP“Use Freehand to take your team on the journey to your final architecture diagram.”David Cowden, Senior Solutions Architect at AWS—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER—DISCOVER“Freehand
helped us see where our team converged on common themes.”Edward Lingam, Associate Director at KPMG—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF—KICK OFF“Freehand is a great place for brainstorming, goal setting, and collaborating at the early stages of a project.”Paige
Costello, Product Leader at AsanaFreehand makes it easy for teams to plan, brainstorm, and draw together on a shared online whiteboard. It’s simple and approachable, giving everyone an easy way to visually represent their ideas with charts, diagrams, drawings, and more.Whether you’re mind mapping, creating a customer journey map, or drafting
up an org chart, Freehand can help you and your team quickly make your ideas and plans visual. Yes, we offer flexible and customized pricing for Freehand, our online whiteboard, to scale across your organization. Our offering is based on a variety of factors, including: number of seats, priority support and training, and enhanced security. Contact us
for a specialized quote.With the InVision Freehand integration with Microsoft Teams you can pin a digital whiteboard within a team channel or share a freehand during a live video meeting with our exclusive, native meeting integration.Microsoft teams is where work gets done. And with the InVision Freehand app for Teams, your whole team can get
even more done together. Learn more about Freehand for Microsoft Teams.InVision encrypts data with industry standards including SSL and AES-256, and makes sure it stays protected with 24x7 monitoring. Enterprise plans also include Single Sign-On (SSO), and 2-factor authentication. Learn more about security. Learn more Not to worry! Since
new and experienced designers are all learning this tool for the first time, everyone is starting from a similar place. If there’s a specific topic you're really curious about or that wasn’t covered in enough depth, contact me!In addition to creating in-depth tutorials, Learn InVision Studio curates all the best articles and tutorials. I'll search the entire web
(Ok, maybe not quite) and select only the best resources, so you can get straight to learning and designing. Welcome to InVision Studio. Before we jump in and start creating, let’s take a quick tour of the Studio interface and see where things are and why. The first time you open Studio, you’ll be presented with a log in window, where you’ll log in
using your invisionapp.com credentials. If you don’t already have a free InVision account, just head to the bottom of the dialog and you can choose Create Account. Once you’ve created your account, just sign in with your email address and password. Once you’ve signed in, you’ll be presented with the Welcome Window. From the Welcome Window,
you can create a new blank document. Open a recent studio or sketch file. And then in the bottom half, we’ve got additional resources, including a link to all of the learned Studio videos-- like this one. There are also some tutorials on the right hand side that are interactive and will open up a Studio demo file so you can get playing with these features
right away. As far as the new document presets are concerned, we’ve got Mobile, Tablet, Desktop, and a New Blank Canvas. And the three device presets actually have sub menus that reveal additional device types within that category. I’m going to start with a blank canvas so we can examine the canvas itself. Now, we’re in and looking at our brand
new Studio document. The Studio interface is broken up into four main parts. On the left hand side, we have the Layers list. The Layers list become populated as we start creating layers on the canvas or within an art board, which we’ll talk about here in a moment. At the top of the screen, we have a toolbar and the toolbar is contextual. Depending on
what we have going on, we’ll see different options at the top of the screen. If-- for example-- I create a couple of rectangles, with a rectangle selected, we’ve got tools across the top that will allow me to interact with one or multiple objects selected. For now, we won’t go into each tool individually, but just be aware that on the left hand side, we’ve got
the option of creating new objects, such as shapes, text layers, and images. As well as some editing tools. Followed by our publishing tools on the right hand side. The third part of the interface is the right hand side called the inspector. The inspector is where you’ll find all the visual properties for the selected object or objects. The inspector is
contextual, as well, and it will show different options depending on whether or not you have a shape selected, or a text layer, or an art board. But again, we’ll look further into that as we start editing and creating shapes. The fourth part that dominates the middle of the screen is called the canvas. And the canvas is an infinitely sprawling area where
you can create your design work. It’s important to note, however, that the canvas itself isn’t so much a container for screen design so we’ve got to create those containers ourselves and those are called art boards. Let’s create an art board now. I’m going to start by deleting these rectangles that I’ve created. And then from the toolbar at the top of the
screen, we can click to create a new object and the bottom most option will give us the art board. You can also press the letter A on the keyboard to switch to the art board tool and your cursor will now allow you to click and drag and you art board. Or from the inspector on the right hand side, you’ll see that our options have changed to show all of our
preset art board sizes. If you skip that and you create your first our board freehand, that’s no problem because you can always select the art board and from the inspector, our very first option here is to switch the device type so you can always switch to a different device preset. Here, you can also switch between portrait and landscape, depending on
what you’re designing for. You can have as many art boards as you want and when pages start getting really populated, you can create new pages within your document from the top of the Layers list. You can see here that we’re currently on page 1. And this plus sign will allow us to create a new page. The back arrow will allow us to switch the
Layers list to a page browser where we can navigate between our pages. And double clicking will return us to the Layers list for that page. Art boards do have a couple of tricks up their sleeves, such as the Layout options on the right hand side, where you can choose a number of columns, rows, or even enable a grid in order to keep your layouts more
pixel precise. One last piece of the interface that’s not displayed at all times is the Preview window. When you’ve created a design with an interaction and you’d like to preview how that interaction will work on a device, the Play button at the top of the screen will bring up the Preview window. And the Preview window will allow you to navigate as if
using a real device. Additionally, when you’ve completed a design, you can head back up to the toolbar and you can publish your prototype directly to your InVision account. In fact, if you’re at the early stages of design, you can launch a freehand directly from within Studio and collaborate live in real-time with your team. And finally, saving a Studio
file is just as you’d expect. We can head to the File menu where you’ll find both Save and Save As. When saving a Studio file, just give it a name, which you’ll find ends with the extension .studio. And choose a home for it. Now, we’re ready to move forward and import some design work.
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